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“Adopting the moniker, ‘Bloody Agents’,
(a reference to politicians such as Julius
Malema’s suspicion of the private sector),
Unit 11 takes the stance that the only space for
architects to exercise agency in the origination
of projects is in the private economic sphere.”
Unit 11

“Refugee camps, deportation centres and prisons
appear to be the only spaces or architectural
programmes that deal in any way with this most
contemporary of issues, yet the epistemological
potential locked into the history and experience
of diasporic communities around the world has
far-reaching consequences for all built environment
disciplines, at multiple scales and levels, and
from multiple perspectives.”
Unit 12®

with a measured optimism about what lies ahead - the future
of our cities and the future of our profession. By employing
dialogue as a practical tool to transform the way we work, we
facilitate conversations and collaborations with professions and
individuals both in and outside the realm of architecture with
the aim of generating new ways of thinking and understanding.
It is also where we learn how to dwell productively in ambiguity.
Consumption is the ruling ideology of our time. 90% of the goods
that we eat, wear and consume daily are shipped around the world
on container ships, with 50 000 vessels currently on the move.
The largest container ship can carry 21 000 containers, with the
capacity to hold over one billion bananas. These trade networks
include shipping lanes, coastal and inland intermodal facilities, and
connected infrastructures. As global trade continues to increase so
does the impact of these spaces within our cities. Johannesburg’s
City Deep Freight Hub, the largest inland container depot on the
continent, is to receive massive public and private investment
upgrades in the coming years. The nearest seaport is Durban,
roughly 500km southeast. Durban is the busiest seaport on the
continent; it is the second largest container port in Africa and the
fourth largest container port in the Southern Hemisphere. Arguably,
these intermodal facilities have little room for architecture at
present, being seen more as mass engineered infrastructures of
overwhelming scale. This year we situate our study here. The two
ports, City Deep and Durban, are seen as ‘one’ space between and
within two cities, both belonging to their host city, the international
marketplace and each other. By speculating future growth whilst
investigating the challenges, contention and conflict of this space, we
seek to construct transverse territories of locality, trade and practice.
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“The two ports, City Deep and Durban, are seen
as ‘one’ space between and within two cities, both
belonging to their host city, the international
marketplace and each other. By speculating
future growth whilst investigating the challenges,
contention and conflict of this space, we seek
to construct transverse territories of locality,
trade and practice.”
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Unit 13

DRAMA AND DIALECTICS
Unit Leader: Stephen Steyn
Unit Tutors: Muhammad Dawjee & Mxolisi Makhubo
Few words have had as powerful an effect on architectural
discourse and practice as function, form and follows (though not
in that order). With the commanding combination of clarity and
alliteration, the content of architecture was posited and maintained
for much of the twentieth century as function. But, as Postmodern
critiques began to disassemble the assumed subservience of form
to function, and Deconstructive theory brought the very meaning
of function into question, doors to new worlds opened. The
resulting dynamism has relaxed much of the stale hierarchy, which
has threatened at times to control the discipline. However, it has
also meant that architects must tread with extra care on shifting
ground. One way to create stability in uncertain ideological terrain
is through dialectical opposition. By developing arguments that
engage with and respond to their own critiques, we may be able to
improve the quality of the assumptions that we derive from them.
The drive toward autonomy, for example, could be counterpoised
with the imperative of political and economic relevance, resulting
in practices that are at once poetic and engaged. Or, in the design
process, one could negotiate intuition and information to develop a
fast-paced but thorough working method. The ability to appreciate
drama is of the utmost importance in the design of politically
relevant architectures, whether at the intimate level of a world
made for two, or the management of emerging global systems. In
2018, in search of a new building typology for Johannesburg, Unit 10
will invent Political Theatres at scales, varying from that of the hand
to that of the earth and many in-between. We will balance ourselves
between apparent opposites; the room and the globe, the inside and
the outside, autonomy and complicity, poetry and politics. We will
look soberly at passion and fight for peace as we weigh up love
and fear, liberty and discipline, rapture and rigour.

“We will balance ourselves between apparent
opposites; the room and the globe, the inside and
the outside, autonomy and complicity, poetry and
politics. We will look soberly at passion and fight
for peace as we weigh up love and fear, liberty
and discipline, rapture and rigour.”
Unit 10
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BLOODY AGENCY
Unit Leader: Thomas Chapman
Unit Assistant: Njabulo Phekani
Local Unit Critic: Carel Kleynhans, Ithemba Property Development
International Unit Critics: GRAU, Paris (www.grau-net.com)
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12 ®
THE AFRICAN ALMANAC
Unit Leaders: Prof Lesley Lokko & Sumayya Vally
Unit Visiting Research Fellow: Patti Anahory
‘The void contains in itself all the potential of the space, all the relations
not written or experienced. Void is the place of tension of something that
will be, a space in power, but also the only place where the recollection of
reality, the composition of the parts, the fragments of life, can happen.’
— Simone Pizzagalli
From the Greek διασπορά (‘scattering’, ‘dispersion’) the term
‘diaspora’ refers to a scattered population whose origins lie within a
smaller, usually fixed, geographic locale. Diaspora has come to refer
in particular to the historic dispersions of an involuntary nature,
such as the Jewish Diaspora; the fleeing of Greeks after the fall of
Constantinople; the African trans-Atlantic slave trade; the Irish
after the Great Famine and, more recently, the dispersion of Syrians,
Iraqis and Kurds in the aftermath of the Gulf Wars. Scholars have
historically distinguished between different types of diaspora, based
on different causes: imperialism, trade, labour or wars, for example.
Social cohesion within diasporic communities and the strength
of ties to their original or ancestral lands also varies, with some
communities maintaining strong political ties with their homelands
and others dreaming endlessly of return. Within architecture,
however, scant attention has been paid to the spatial, urban and
architectural implications of migration. Refugee camps, deportation
centres and prisons appear to be the only spaces or architectural
programmes that deal in any way with this most contemporary of
issues, yet the epistemological potential locked into the history
and experience of diasporic communities around the world has
far-reaching consequences for all built environment disciplines, at
multiple scales and levels, and from multiple perspectives. Unit 12
will visit the island of Réunion, a region of France separated from
the ‘mainland’ by 6,000km and the outermost region of the EU,
in order to uncover new potential spatial languages of movement,
migration and diaspora to augment the architectural vocabulary of
our times. The Major Design Project of the year will be the Ministry
of Home Affairs. Projects may look at landscapes, seascapes, edge
conditions, boundaries between land and sea, between past and
present and between ‘home’ and ‘away’. The aim is to challenge
each student to find their own appropriate architectural tools of
representation, form, structure, materiality, programme, with which
to propose a new architecture that, in Derrida’s words, ‘bears some
resemblance to that which might be found in it.’

“Unit 12 will visit the island of Réunion, a region of
France separated from the ‘mainland’ by 6,000km
and the outermost region of the EU, in order
to uncover new potential spatial languages of
movement, migration and diaspora to augment
the architectural vocabulary of our times.”
Unit 12®

In becoming generalists at ease with mainstream economics and
politics, architects have the potential to originate projects that both
respond to a social need and are attractive to private investment.
Adopting the moniker, ‘Bloody Agents’, (a reference to politicians
such as Julius Malema’s suspicion of the private sector), Unit 11 takes
the stance that the only space for architects to exercise agency in the
origination of projects is in the private economic sphere.
2. Innovate: Architectural Innovation in Upward Social Mobility
In most socially-transformative projects, programme plays a
far more significant role than spatial or tectonic innovations. For
example, an innovative curriculum in a standard classroom has far
more transformational potential than a standard curriculum in an
innovative classroom. However, this is not the case with housing.
By testing historical typologies like the New York tenement block
and the Singapore HDB in the Johannesburg landscape, Unit 11
will generate projects which bring together the mass-rental and
sectional title silos of our housing sector through innovations in
temporality, adaptability and place-making.
3. Implement: Architect-as-Developer . . . and the problem is?
With Carel Kleynhans, a seasoned Johannesburg economist and
developer as Unit 11’s resident critic, Major Design Projects in
Unit 11 will include detailed economic feasibility studies which test
proposals against the political and economic realities of our time.
Project reviews throughout the year will thus largely take the form
of ‘pitches’ to a panel of potential project funders.

ROGUE ECONOMIES: (IN)SECURITY – BETWEEN RISK
AND OPPORTUNITY
Unit Leader: Thiresh Govender
Unit Tutor: Sarah de Villiers
‘…it is not by our arts, our politics, or our science that we understand
ourselves—it is by our crimes. — the recent transformations in the
triangulation of capital, the state, and governance have led to an era
where crime and policing are ever more complicit, they offer a powerful
meditation on the new forms of sovereignty, citizenship, class, race, law,
and political economy…’ — Jean & John Comaroff
Unit 14 continues its interest in ‘rogue’ economies, those
subversive economic practices, tactics and transactions that shape
contemporary Johannesburg in bewilderingly dramatic ways. We
look to understand these dynamics to build a relevant architectural
literacy around emergent economic practices that are defining
our African cities. This year, Unit 14 will focus our attention on
(in)Security. We examine both the attainment of security and
the consequences of its inverse, insecurity, which results in the
forfeiture of rights, sovereignty and stability. Instability’s selfperpetuating and pervasive nature is here to stay. The great social
and political shifts since ‘94 in South African cities have resulted in
a deeply contested and divisive geography. However, Johannesburg
offers us a rare opportunity to examine the relationship between
architecture and security at both intimate and grand scales. The
city comprises fascinating social and spatial juxtapositions that
yield peculiar and yet unique relationships to negotiate risk and
opportunity. In the places of great inequality, those with resources
secure their livelihoods and assets with reinforced infrastructure
(barriers, private security, insurance policies and brute force), while
those with limited resources resort to softer infrastructure (trust,
threshold, power and programme) to navigate and negotiate risk.
Employing forensic drawing methods to decode our public and
private spaces, students in Unit 14 communicate through maps,
catalogues and cartographies the hidden meanings and value of
how security operations have come to define and construct our
urbanity. Insights are employed to speculate an architectural
proposition that purposefully operates between binary extremes of
risk and opportunity. The Gate House − a typology that reconciles its
operation for both fortification and access – is explored in terms of
its capacity to provide a threshold for retreat, safety, passage, access
and vantage. What kind of architecture is cultivated from the very
drama of this impulse to secure, protect and seek opportunity? How
and by whom is it constructed? Whom will it serve and to what end?

Unit 15(x) Radical Landscapes aims to broaden architectural
potential through the interrogation of natural processes and
socio–economic interaction along and within wetlands. In keeping
with its theme, Unit 15(x) explores the potential of discarded
natural landscapes such as wetlands which have historically been
cartographically excluded, exploited, dug-up, filled-in, built-over
and dumped-on without fully understanding the vital natural
processes that wetlands conduct. In 2018, Unit 15(x) will travel
to Kampala, Uganda to explore the urban wetlands where the
delicate balance between nature and human settlements is most
poignant. Unit 15(x) derives its motivation from the cultural belief
that the wetlands of Kampala where once seen as a sacred place of
replenishment and renewal by the Baganda, before being devalued
as ‘waste lands’ by the British colonial rulers. Wetlands serve a
natural purpose of controlling floods, biodiversity conservation and
removal of pollutants by filtering runoff water as it heads towards
the Lake Victoria. However wetlands are under threat due to urban
expansion and unregulated activities as they are currently viewed
as the last place to build. The current Ugandan government realises
the importance of conserving and protecting wetlands with a
vision that favours exploring sustainable benefits of wetlands for
the people of Uganda. Unit 15(x) is intrigued by the fluid boundary
between land and water, architecture and landscape, rural and
urban, cultural and spirituality, man and nature, work-play and home.
The students’ proposals will be informed by critical observation
of wetland inhabitants’ activities within the natural processes of
the wetland zones. Through transformative pedagogy, Unit 15(x)
students will use these observations to develop creative and
speculative responses that challenge the ways we ‘WRITE, talk, see,
tell, hear, listen, IMAGINE, DRAW and MAKE.’ The Major Design
projects in 2018 will include the following- dwellings: industry,
permaculture, farming, water treatment plants, traditional healing,
flood control, habitat creation and public space,- all of which will
demonstrate spatial and design interaction with wetlands in radical,
resilient and sustainable ways. The central theme in all these
projects will be to present evocative design arguments for
the boundary, where the water and human activity on land meet.
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‘Architects do not solve problems and therefore are not helpful to
society. What architects should be doing is to define and develop
their own discipline.’ — Peter Eisenman, 2011
1. Originate: On the Merits of being a Generalist (as opposed
to a Specialist)
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RADICAL LANDSCAPES
Unit Leaders: Doreen Adengo & Dr Finzi Saidi
Unit Tutor: Jabu Makhubu
Unit Assistant: Valentina Manente

13
TRANSVERSE TERRITORY
Unit Leaders: Eric Wright & Claudia Morgado
‘In its current form, architecture is an elaborate ritual to avoid the
inevitable: namely, if history continues the way it does, our ongoing
and increased marginalisation in the future.’ — Reinier de Graaf,
OMA and AMO

“Unit 14 continues its interest in ‘rogue’ economies,
those subversive economic practices, tactics and
transactions that shape contemporary Johannesburg
in bewilderingly dramatic ways. We look to
understand these dynamics to build a relevant
architectural literacy around emergent economic
practices that are defining our African cities.”
Unit 14

The architectural profession is in denial. The heroic modernist
is dead, and his tools have been co-opted to chase profit in the
rollout of exclusive, unaffordable and unliveable cities. The practice
of architecture is facing radical pressures; neighbourhoods and
infrastructures destroyed by progressive climatic crises, mass
migrations due to war, drought and poverty, gross inequalities in
society and a profession geared to serve the 1%. The architect
is now called upon to become the contractor, the developer,
the creator, the user, the facilitator and the client. Projects are
self-generated and processes non-linear, marking a departure:
not necessarily about works of architecture but about working as
an architect. Unit 13 is interested in forward-thinkers, futurists

“The practice of architecture is facing radical
pressures; neighbourhoods and infrastructures
destroyed by progressive climatic crises, mass
migrations due to war, drought and poverty,
gross inequalities in society and a profession
geared to serve the 1%.”
Unit 13
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RUMPLE_STILT_SKIN
Unit Leader: Gregory Katz
Unit Tutor: Nico van Loggerenberg
Unit Visiting Researcher: Craig Tyndall (Arup)
Definitions:
Rumple: to make untidy, to disorder, to fold, crumple, crease,
wrinkle, tumble, crush, crinkle.
Stilt: a set of posts or piles supporting a building, upright poles with
supports for the feet enabling the user to walk at a distance above
the ground.
Skin: the outermost layer of a structure such as a building or aircraft,
a thin layer forming on the surface of certain hot liquids, the thin
outer covering of a sausage.
Rumplestiltskin, the classic Brothers Grimm fairy-tale, is a story
about alchemy and detective work. Both these themes are central
to the Unit 17 methodology. The latent potential of materials has
fascinated people throughout the centuries; we think that we know
something until we do something different with it and then it is
transformed. In order to unlock new possibilities, we must engage
with our materials on a physical level – by making. Much like in the
fairy-tale, the back-and-forth of trying to find the right answer to
the questions we pose, requires investigative work, resilience and
alertness. The process of making things is all about finding things
out: what are the ingredients, where to source them, what are the
ratios, how are things combined? And so, we become detectives,
searching for clues and gathering information. But beware the
red-herring and the rabbit-hole that are inherent in this process
of discovery. Once upon a time . . .
Synopsis:
A King poses the impossible challenge = dream big
A Princess asks for help = collaborate
Rumplestiltskin is blinded by hubris = keep on questioning

